Bachflower Remedies – Indications for Pets
Emotions can be triggers and causes of illness. It is as important to support our pets’
emotional dis-ease as it is to treat physiologic (body-related) illness signs.
Agrimony targets 'Hidden emotions' and characterizes pets who avoid being alone, never go
into confrontations. This Bachflower teaches ability to express feelings
Aspen is for pets that seem troubled without an identify-able reason. This Bachflower gives
courage to face ‘the unknown’.
Beech targets intolerance and 'blaming' others – an unlikely Bachflower choice for pets…
Centaury is for extremely loyal and ‘of service to a fault’ pets. These animals may not even
relax/take care of themselves after surgery. This Bachflower initiates to rest instead always
trying to be helpful.
Cerato enhances ‘inner trust to our own feelings’. This remedy is very rarely used for pets.
Cherry Plum targets behaviour related issue such as litter box problems, excessive
scratching of furniture & generally any misbehaviour and helps pets to cope with inner
distress.
Chestnut Bud This is the “companion remedy” to Cherry Plum. Chestnut Bud helps pets with
‘learning difficulties’ for example in ‘doggie school’.
Chicory targets emotions of possessiveness. Especially useful to cope for pets when a new
pet is added or a new family member (baby) is introduced to the family and attention may
be diverted from the original pet.
Clematis is beneficial especially after surgery. It targets pets suffering from lingering
sluggishness.
Crab Apple helps pets with (chronic) skin diseases, those who are over-grooming, pets who
nibble on their paws (paw-licking). This remedy is especially useful for skin conditions when
added to Rescue Remedy.
Elm is the remedy in overwhelming situations that could be for a pet for example the first
litter or any new challenges.
Gentian is the remedy for animals who look like they want to ‘say something' but it’s
unclear what bothers the pet. This Bachflower remedy is often useful to speed up recovery
after illness and to aide recovery after surgery.
Gorse is called for when an ‘advanced Gentian state’ presents itself, for example when a pet
shows great difficulty to recover from surgery or illness.
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Heather targets the emotional state of ‘constant attention seeking’ and 'never growing up'.
Holly helps overly aggressive animals. The remedy is called for when “teeth and claws”
come into action. The difference to Chicory: pets may be possessive but are not physically
menacing.
Honeysuckle gives hope for mourning pets.
Hornbeam helps pets who are unenthusiastic upon waking up and starting the day. This
remedy targets listlessness, especially in the morning.
Impatiens helps pets to be patient which is especially useful when a pet patient needs to
pull through a lengthy recovery.
Larch is the Bachflower for “the runt of litter” who were bullied or mistreated from early
age on. They seem to do generally poorly and often lack self-esteem. This remedy is
excellent for disabled pets.
Mimulus helps pets that fear loud noises and in thunderphobia!
Mustard is the remedy for pets that seem depressed.
Oak is the remedy of choice for pets that appear 'worn out' at the end of the day. These are
often 'over-caring’ pets. This Bachflower is also great for exhausted working dogs.
Olive helps to recover after surgery or to recover from an exhausting illness. The remedy is
great to aide faithful animals staying constantly close a physically sick or emotionally
challenged owner.
Pine eases the emotional pain of 'guilt' especially in pets that may repeatedly do ‘something
wrong’ which may result in punishment or disapproval. This remedy helps pets suffering
from uncontrolled urination or bowel movements.
Red Chestnut is the remedy for anxieties stemming from closeness to humans who may
have anxiety or other emotional issues. This remedy helps to filter concerns in pets drawn
into being anxious.
Rock Rose is the remedy when pets feel panic or terror. The remedy is part of Rescue
Remedy.
Rock Water helps pets that are very rigid in their daily routine. This applies, for example, to
pets waking up exactly at same time every day or pets who expect exact routines or who
perform tasks related to their well-being at a specific time and in a specific way. This remedy
softens the rigid outlook in life.
Scleranthus is for pets who seem to be undecided and ‘can’t make up their mind’ such as
cats who want the door to be opened only to decide they want to stay in the room…
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Star of Bethlehem eases trauma or shock and is an ‘all-purpose remedy’ for stressful
emotions. This is the most important remedy to choose if it is unclear what “is wrong” when
a pet seems to 'be off '/ different from normal behaviour.
Sweet Chestnut helps pets that go through extreme anguish, for example due to severe
pain physically or emotionally…
Vervain soothes very playful and overly exuberant pets like dogs who jump up or display
other attention seeking behaviour.
Vine helps with “alpha behaviour”, pets that are bossy and live out ‘rigid dictatorship
behaviour’.
Walnut is the remedy to ease the transition through major changes in life such as a
relocation, a new home, being adopted or abandoned, living with a new family and other
challenging changes.
Water Violet is the major remedy for ‘aloof’ pets. This personality trait is often found but
not limited to cats.
Together with Star of Bethlehem, Water Violet helps pets to get over previous traumatic
incidents that are part or are the cause of (unwanted/stressful) behaviour.
White Chestnut eases worries. Worrying pets often can’t sleep well or are emotionally off
balance due to circumstances they can’t influence.
Wild Oat helps pets who need to keep focused, for example during physio therapy and also
during dog training (this remedy is for 'finding purpose').
Wild Rose helps severely and long-term mourning animals that have progressed to a state
of resignation.
Willow softens pets that 'punish' owners for example by ignoring them after an owner
returns from a vacation. This remedy eases resentments.
Rescue Remedy RR helps to cope with emotional upheaval during emergencies. The
combination of Rock Rose, Cherry Plum, Clematis, Impatiens, Star of Bethlehem stabilizes
emotions during and after shock and stress.
A treatment bottle contains a minimum of one (1) to a maximum of six (6) Bachflower
remedies, chosen according to the needs to balance a pet or a group of pets.
Dosage and Application: A minimum of two (2) drops from the 30ml treatment bottle
content is used daily on and in each pet. Bachflower Remedy drops are placed on the pet’s
fur, added to the drinking water and / or to the food and treats. The drops have NO taste
and NO side effects while balancing emotions gently.
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